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Seen from the Universe’s perspective, Earth appears as a 
kindergarten’s sandbox, indeed. All that occurs in there appears as 
if guided by a continuous bi-directional exchange of information 
(tytes/396/-101) dwelling while dancing at the subquantum non-
temporal immaterial level and the tangible tempo-material agitated 
scenery continuously (re)shaping and exposing itself in/on the 
sand. Reaching the cognitive point that we – Humans – and “the 
rest of it” are not there 50% of the time is puzzling after all. There 
is nothing (0), not even space/time, it simply is dark/empty, and – 
yet – we perceive us-and-all as everything (9r), simply because we 
evolved to perceive it that way (Natural Selection). As awakening 
self- aware/-conscious beings, we start to realize the Trick and – 
of course – we have a difficult time with it (Cultural Selection). 
Mental/psychological disorders/diseases, episodic depressions in 
the first place, are around the corner, for each & all of us [1]. On the 
one hand, being an integral part of nothing↔everything consciously 
renders the big question of “where we do come from” superfluous 
and mostly irrelevant. On the other, the question of “where we are 

heading to” gives us the power of our previous conceptualized Gods. 
A whole new chapter for the newly enlightened Homo modestis – read 
Humanity – must be elaborated on. Back to our pens and notebooks… 
The concept of the body – think of the Homo sapiens’ jungle standard 
and the primary level of (wo)men development with their basic 
body-derived art of all sorts – is rightly fading away to the benefit 
of the cognitive brain-mind association. The latter also is the most 
sustainable, if only environmentally. The next leap step of progress 
for Humanity lies in the realization and acceptance that Homo sapiens 
is/was not the last rung of the ladder. Thankfully… 

396-Vibrations & 396-Fatty acids is all that is needed (0↔9r) to 
bring people back to where they belong, a mind frequency↔body 
amplitude relaxing state in between “nothing” & “everything”, 
where they can individually self-reflect on a common sense/purpose 
of being for the continuous progress of Humanity as a Whole, ie 
396-Resonance (Homo modestis↔sapiens, Human↔Nature).

Power Elites & Civil Servants are in resonance/disguise, a mind/body disease away from each other.
396-derived appropriate treatments are essential & urgent. The Middle Class pulls the wagons.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xY_o6wq-xdI
http://www.sintropia.it/journal/english/2022-eng-03.pdf
https://books.google.ad/books?id=GoGURxGzedkC
https://www.pinterest.com/pin/591449363577418010/
http://youtu.be/0r0m4UCPKHw
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Syntropy
Gravity, black holes, electromagnetism are about Syntropy, 
not forward time/space, not matter/charge, not light. It is about 
Science that you can feel, not touch. The 20th Century Science. 
“Psychophysics”.
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